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The	 full	 historical	 trajectory	 of	 voseo	 (second	 plural)	 forms	 becoming	
(deferent)	 second	 singular	 forms	 —	 as	 in	 Latin	 vos	 amātis	 (2pl)	 >	
Medieval	Spanish	vos	amádes	(2sg	formal)	—	is	a	central	chapter	in	the	
history	 of	 Spanish.	 In	 many	 Latin-American	 Spanish	 vernaculars,	
classical	voseo	fused	with	the	original	tuteo,	giving	rise	to	a	new	neutral	
address	 paradigm,	 voseo	 tuteante	 (Pre-classical	 Spanish	 voseo:	 vos	
amádes,	 amáes,	 amáis,	 amás	 (2sg	 formal)	 >	 Latin-American	 Spanish	





of	 the	XVII	century	and	the	early	XVIII	century,	and	(ii)	 the	 four	sets	of	
endings	 now	 extant	 are	 exactly	 the	 ones	 that	 can	 be	 learned	 by	
Optimality-Theoretic	 grammar-inductive	 algorithms.	 This	 analysis	
supports	 the	 generative	 view	 that	 only	 languages	 with	 learnable	
grammars	 are	 passed	 on	 to	 future	 generations.	 Unlearnable	 languages	




From	 its	 very	 beginning,	 Spanish	 had	 a	 distinction	 between	 informal	
and	polite	forms	of	address	—	a	contrast	between	T	and	V	values	(see	
Brown	 &	 Gilman	 1960),	 respectively	 realized	 through	 TU	 and	 VOS	
grammatical	 forms	 in	 pronouns	 and	 verbs,	 as	 in	 tú	 sabes	 ‘you	 know’	
versus	 (señora),	 vos	 sabéis	 ‘(milady),	 you	 know’.	 In	 many	 European	
languages,	 there	 is	 a	 prototypical	 correspondence	 between	 politeness	
and	its	exponents,	such	that	T	values	go	together	with	TU	forms	and	V	
values	 with	 VOS.	 TU	 and	 VOS	 refer,	 of	 course,	 to	 the	 corresponding	
Latin	 paradigms,	 their	 descendants	 and	 their	 equivalents.	 As	 is	 well	
known,	such	prototypical	systems	of	address	are	historically	motivated	
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and	 rely	 on	 a	 seemingly	 natural	 cognitive	metaphor	 that	 equates	 the	
notion	of	‘power’	with	‘plurality’,	as	well	as	triggering	a	train	of	intuitive	
associations	 like	 ‘more	 is	 bigger’,	 ‘big	 is	 mighty’	 and	 ‘mighty	 is	
honorable’.	 Linguistic	 changes	 in	 some	 European	 languages	 have	
blurred	 those	prototypical	 correspondences	 inherited	 from	Late	 Latin	
in	 different	ways.	 For	 instance,	 oral	 registers	 of	 Spanish	 in	 South	 and	
Central	 America	 have	 systems	 where	 informal	 T	 values	 are	 now	
codified	 not	 by	 the	 traditional	 TU	 morphology	 but	 by	 a	 hybrid	
grammatical	 system	 combining	 both	 TU	 and	 VOS	 forms,	 henceforth	
referred	 to	 as	 VOS+TU,	 or	 VOST	 for	 short.	 This	 hybrid	 pattern	 is	
referred	 to	 here	 as	 voseo	 tuteante,	 in	 contrast	 to	 the	 prototypical	
system,	 which	 is	 referred	 to	 as	 voseo.	 The	 prototypical	 system	 is	
preserved	as	voseo	reverente,	a	very	formal	option	in	synchronic	terms.1		
VOST	 systems	 are	 widespread	 across	 national	 borders	 in	 Latin-




allow	 the	 variable	 systems	 of	 voseo	 tuteante	 to	 appear,	 consolidate	 and	
vary	in	the	way	that	they	do3	—	see	(1:VI),	below.	The	whole	story	is	quite	
complex,	 involving	both	phonological	and	morphological	change,	but	 the	
topic	 can	be	 circumscribed	under	 the	proper	degree	 of	 idealization	 that	




places	 limits	 on	 the	data	 to	be	 considered	 and	 shows	why	a	parametric	
approach	 to	 explanation	 fails,	 and	 sections	 5	 and	 6	 set	 out	 a	 novel	
Optimality-Theoretic	 analysis	 of	 the	 developments,	 involving	 a	 set	 of	
phonological	 and	 transderivational	 constraints	 and	 a	 consideration	 of	








reserved	 for	 tuteo	 (See	Ferguson	1959	 for	 the	 term	diglossia	and	 the	notation	L	 for	
low	prestige	variety	and	H	for	high	prestige).		
3	 For	 expository	 convenience,	mixed	 agreement	 systems,	 like	 tú	 sabés,	or	 vos	 sabes,	
will	not	be	taken	into	consideration,	since	verb	variability	in	those	systems	is	always	




Voseo	 tuteante	 is	historically	 innovative	and	variable,	with	 four	different	
sets	of	verb	endings.	For	comparative	purposes,	VOST	endings	are	given	in	
(1)	 together	 with	 other	 patterns	 of	 second	 person	 address,	 singular	 or	
plural,	formal	or	informal.	These	other	second	person	patterns	include	the	
normative	 tuteo	 exclusivo	 in	 (1:I),	 uniform	all	 over	 the	Spanish-speaking	
world,	and	the	old	pattern	of	classical	voseo	(1:II),	which	has	survived	as	a	
literary	voseo	reverente	(see	DPD	 for	this	terminology),	restricted	now	to	
frozen	 styles.	 The	 verb	 paradigm	 of	 the	 classical	 voseo	 is,	 furthermore,	
identical	to	the	paradigm	of	vosotros	(1:III),	which	is	still	preserved	in	the	
literary	norm	and	in	the	vernacular	of	most	forms	of	European	Spanish	(as	
second	 person	 plural	 in	 informal	 situations).	 The	 vosotros	 system	 is	
otherwise	unknown	in	the	rest	of	the	Spanish-speaking	world	(1:V),	being	
replaced	 by	 ustedes	 (which	 thus	 becomes	 the	 universal	 second	 plural	
everywhere	but	in	Spain).		




address	 in	 western	 European	 languages	 before	 the	 Renaissance,	 right	








I.	tuteo	(2sg,	informal)	 cantas	 temes	 vives	
II.	voseo	reverente	(2sg,	formal)	 cantáis	 teméis	 vivís	
III.	vosotros	(2pl,	informal,	Spain)	 cantáis	 teméis	 vivís	
IV.	usted	(3sg	formal)	 canta	 teme	 vive	













a.	monophthong	pure	 cantás	 temés	 vivís	
b.	monophthong	mixed	 cantás	 temís	 vivís	
c.	diphthong	pure	 cantáis	 teméis	 vivís	
d.	diphthong	mixed	 cantáis	 temís	 vivís	
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All	 voseo	 tuteante	 systems	 in	 (1:VI)	 ultimately	 derive	 from	 the	 old	
classical	 voseo	 forms	 in	 (1:II),	 under	 heavy	 pressure	 from	 usted	 as	 an	
alternative	 polite	 form	 in	 the	 XVII	 and	 XVIII	 centuries.	 Thus,	 the	whole	
chain	 of	 historical	 events	must	 not	 only	 keep	 track	 of	 phonological	 and	
morphological	changes	but	also	consider	changes	in	the	politeness	values	
associated	 to	 them.	 All	 this	 makes	 the	 history	 of	 voseo	 a	 complex	 one.	
However,	a	manageable	account	is	possible	if	phonology	and	morphology	
are	 kept	 separate	 from	 pragmatics.	 My	 goal	 is	 to	 clarify	 how	 the	
prototypical	voseo	forms	of	the	XIV	century	(vos	cantades,	timedes,	vivedes)	
ended	up	 giving	 four	 alternative	 sets	 of	 verb	 endings	 in	 Latin-American	
voseo	tuteante	from	the	middle	of	the	XVIII	century.	In	particular,	my	main	
question	is	this:	which	structural	conditions	motivated	the	selection	of	the	







schematised	 in	 (2),	 the	 number	 of	 potential	 combinations	 is	 3*3	 =	 9,	 if	
history	were	to	pick	one	variant	from	each	verb	class	at	random,	even	if	
forms	with	intervocalic	-d-	in	the	ending	are	excluded	from	the	reckoning.	
From	this	potential	set	of	nine	sets,	 the	 total	of	attested	varieties	 is	only	
four.	Why	those	four?	Was	it	a	contingent	outcome	or	were	there	any	deep	
structural	 conditions	 guiding	 the	 changes?	 Did	 change	 take	 place	
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VOS	 were	 in	 flux	 (Lapesa	 1970).	 The	 material	 in	 (3)	 gives	 a	 first	
approximation	 of	 the	 historical	 course	 of	 events,	 showing	 how	 the	
variability	 found	 in	 the	 XV	 and	 XVI	 centuries	 gave	 rise	 to	 a	 new	
distribution	 of	 forms	 and	 values	 in	 Spanish	 during	 the	XVII	 and	XVIII	
centuries,	 as	modern	 Spanish	was	 taking	 definitive	 shape.	 In	 the	 new	
emerging	 literary	 norm,	 variability	 was	 highly	 reduced,	 with	 a	 more	
stable	and	univocal	 reassignment	of	 forms	 to	values.	Variants	with	no	
specific	 value	 were	 bound	 to	 disappear	 from	 the	 literary	 norm,	 even	
though	we	must	suppose	that	most	of	them	were	nevertheless	retained	
in	 the	 oral	 registers	 (because	 they	would	 reappear	 in	 the	 XIX	 and	XX	
centuries),	 already	 transformed	 as	 part	 of	 the	 voseo	 tuteante	 system.	
Forms	 and	 usages	without	 historical	 continuity	 are	 struck	 through	 in	
(3).	Anticipating	my	analysis,	cantades	and	cantaes	are	definitively	lost	
by	 the	 late	 XVII	 century,	 once	 the	 verb	 ending	 had	 been	 arguably	
reinterpreted	 as	 -is	 (/cant+á+is/)	 instead	 of	 -des	 (cant+á+des).5	 The	



























































5	 These	most	 archaic	 forms	with	 -des,	 struck	 out	 in	 (3),	were	 still	 preserved	 in	 the	
traditional	 dialects	 of	 Asturian-Leonese	 (an	 independent	 linguistic	 group	 between	




relevant	 stages	 of	 the	 whole	 historical	 process	 in	 (4),	 distinguishing	
three	main	 periods:	 (4a)	 from	Latin	 to	 pre-classical	 Spanish,	 (4b)	 the	
normalization	of	literary	Spanish,	and	(4c)	the	main	linguistic	varieties	
in	the	Spanish-speaking	world	at	present	(Lapesa	1981).		
Variation	 first	 appeared	 in	 the	 XV	 century.	Most	 of	 those	 variants	
presumably	survived	in	the	spoken	registers	over	the	ensuing	three	or	
four	centuries,	until	they	finally	reappeared	in	the	XIX	and	XX	centuries	
as	 part	 of	many	 spoken	 varieties	widespread	 over	 South	 and	 Central	
America.	All	stages	in	(4)	are	well	documented,	except	for	stage	(4b2),	









































































































1976,	 Lapesa	 1970,	 Malkiel	 1949,	 Rini	 1996,	 Rona	 1967,	 and	 a	 few	
others).	This	is	most	likely	due	to	the	scarcity	of	written	records	for	the	
oral	 varieties	 during	 the	 three	 centuries	 in	 the	 formative	 period	
(Bertolotti	 2015).	 Previous	 studies	 have	 been	 quite	 successful	 in	
philologically	tracking	relevant	empirical	material	for	the	variability	of	
voseo,	 both	 in	 the	 pre-classical	 period	 and	 in	 contemporary	 dialects.	
Their	 theoretical	 ambition,	 however,	 is	 rather	 tentative,	 seldom	
conclusive.	 It	 is	 also	 remarkable	 that	 this	 topic	 has	 not	 received	 any	
attention	whatsoever	among	generative	 linguists	 in	 the	 last	 fifty	years	
—	 neither	 transformational,	 natural,	 parametric	 nor	 optimality-
theoretic.	 One	 might	 suspect	 that	 this	 lack	 of	 attention	 is	 due	 to	 the	
hybrid	 character	 of	 the	 data,	 which	 blends	 forms	 from	 different	
paradigms	 (Fontanella	 de	 Weinberg	 1977),	 as	 shown	 in	 (5),	 where	
voseo	 tuteante	 (bold	 and	 underlined)	 fuses	 classical	 voseo	 (bold)	 and	











c. Tú,	amigo,	ya	no	te	acuerdas	de	tus	amigos.		 	 (tuteo)	
	
A	great	deal	of	effort	has	been	 invested	 in	explaining	what	 is	now	
idiosyncratic,	 e.g.	 acordás,	 cantás,	 temés	 or	 temís,	 but	 not	 what	 voseo	
tuteante	 shares	 with	 both	 voseo	 clásico	 and	 vosotros,	 in	 forms	 like	
acordáis,	cantáis,	or	teméis.	 	No	previous	study	has	tried	to	explain	the	
selection	of	sets	of	endings	as	something	conditioned	by	the	structure	
of	 the	 verb	 system	 taken	 as	 a	 whole.	 On	 the	 contrary,	 analogical	
relations	have	always	been	posited	as	chance	events.	Verb	endings	have	
been	studied	 in	a	piecemeal	 fashion,	principally	 from	a	phonetics-first	
perspective,	 with	 analogy	 considered	 as	 a	 last	 resort.	 The	 chapter	
describing	 the	 chronology	 of	 how	 variability	 arose	 in	 the	 XV	 century	
and	 how	 it	 was	 reinterpreted,	 eliminated,	 or	 otherwise	 selected,	
transmitted	 and	 transformed	 into	 voseo	 tuteante	 is	 yet	 to	 be	 written	
(see	 Granda	 1978,	 nevertheless,	 for	 interesting	 thoughts	 on	 the	
variability	 and	 the	history	of	 the	voseo	 tuteante	 systems	 at	 large).	My	
approach,	 in	 contrast	 to	 this	 venerable	 but	 outdated	 tradition,	 is	
decidedly	 systemic.	 I	 ask	 why	 the	 course	 of	 events	 produced	 the	
variability	actually	attested	and	why	it	did	not	produce	any	of	the	other	





1. unattested	 cantáis	 temés	 vivís	
2. unattested	 cantás	 teméis	 vivís	




a.	monophthong	pure	 cantás	 temés	 vivís	
b.	monophthong	mixed	 cantás	 temís	 vivís	
c.	diphthong	pure	 cantáis	 teméis	 vivís	




count	 as	 primary	 data	 and	 which	 parts	 provide	 complementary	 or	
additional	evidence.	Two	clarifications	are	necessary	to	help	the	reader	
follow	the	two	final	sections.	On	the	one	hand,	this	paper	deals	with	the	
phonological	 and	 morphological	 side	 of	 the	 evolution	 of	 voseo	 in	
general,	leaving	aside	the	parallel	changes	undergone	by	the	pragmatic	
system.	The	main	pragmatic	change	is	that	voseo	tuteante	 is	used	only	
for	 informal	address,	even	though	most	of	 its	 linguistic	elements,	both	







our	 understanding	 of	 the	 data,	 as	 it	 clearly	 introduces	 a	 distinction	
between	input	representations	and	grammar,	which	in	addition	brings	
up	the	issue	of	their	respective	role	in	guiding	the	transmission	of	voseo	
over	 the	 centuries.	A	 fundamental	 thesis	 of	 our	 study	will	 be	 that	 the	
suffix	 -is	 became	 the	 only	 verb	 ending	 for	 voseo,	 progressively	





In	 chronological	 terms,	 this	 stage	occurred	 at	 the	 end	of	 the	XVII	 and	
beginning	of	the	XVIII	century	(Cuervo	1893).		
For	 reasons	 to	be	 clarified	below,	 it	 is	 also	necessary	 to	 assume	a	
largely	undocumented	 intermediate	stage	 in	 the	big	picture,	see	(4b2)	
above,	 where	 voseo	 in	 the	 spoken	 vernacular	 must	 have	 remained	




XV	 century,	 described	 in	 (4a4),	 and	 the	 contemporary	 stage	 of	 voseo	




The	 stage	with	 -is	 as	 the	only	 input	 is	 a	 situation	most	 likely	well	
established	 for	 all	 tenses	 at	 the	 end	 of	 the	 XVII	 century	 and	 the	
beginning	of	 the	XVIII	 (Cuervo	1893).	 If	we	posit	 that	 -is	 functions	 as	
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the	 only	 input	 in	 both	 the	 classical	 voseo	 of	 the	 XVIII	 and	 the	 voseo	
tuteante	 of	 today,	 the	 Optimality-Theoretic	 analysis	 that	 is	 to	 be	
proposed	below	can	deal	with	the	variability	of	the	data	exclusively	in	
terms	 of	 structural	 conditions,	without	 having	 to	 consider	 the	 role	 of	
the	input	in	any	comparison,	either	historical	or	typological.	By	keeping	
the	 input	 constant	 for	 both	 the	 historical	 antecedent	 in	 (4b)	 and	 the	
current	 variants	 in	 (4c3),	 all	 variation	 in	 the	 endings	 and	 their	
transmission	 will	 be	 seen	 to	 arise	 from	 differences	 in	 the	 ranking	 of	





































A	major	 consequence	 of	 eliminating	 -des	 as	 a	 verb	 ending	 is	 that	
forms	 like	 cantádes	 and	 cantá.es	 can	 now	 be	 safely	 discarded	 as	
relevant	 comparative	 data	 for	 any	 stage	 from	 the	 XVIII	 century	










with	 the	 suffix	 -is	 as	 the	 only	 input	 that	 offers	 the	 proper	 historical	













neutralization	 of	 thematic	 vowels	 in	 the	 -er	 and	 -ir	 verb	 classes.	 This	
parametric	system	offers	an	account	that	can	explain	why	we	have	the	four	
systems	we	 have,	 and	 similarly,	why	we	 do	 not	 have	 other	 conceivable	
systems	that	could	have	emerged	by	picking	endings	at	random	from	the	
variability	 pool	 in	 (3)	 above.	 From	 this	 perspective,	 a	 parametric	model	
makes	much	stronger	claims	than	those	of	neogrammarian	predecessors	
or	 structuralist	 and	 functionalist	 forerunners.	 Besides,	 the	 simplest	
formulation	of	the	linguistic	change	also	facilitates	the	identification	of	the	
three	 major	 properties	 defining	 the	 process:	 a	 morphological	
reinterpretation	 of	 the	 ending	 from	 -des	 to	 -is,	 and	 two	 parametric	
systemic	 options:	 tolerance	 for	 diphthongs	 (cantáis	 vs.	 cantás)	 and	
preservation	of	three	classes	of	verb	allomorphs	(temés	vs.	temís).		
In	the	last	two	sections,	I	will,	however,	discuss	how	Optimality	Theory	
(Prince	 &	 Smolensky	 2004,	 henceforth	 OT)	 offers	 a	 deeper	 and	
theoretically	more	insightful	analysis	of	the	data	than	any	rigid	parametric	
contender.	 The	 convenience	 of	 an	 OT	 analysis	 can	 be	 anticipated	 by	







8	 This	 is	 the	 analysis	 used	 in	 any	 reference	 grammar	 as	 well	 as	 in	 most	 technical	
literature,	as	in	Roca	(2010).	
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are	 required	 to	 answer	 those	 and	 related	 questions	 in	 principled	ways,	
how	 can	 the	 system,	 at	 the	 same	 time,	 prevent	 the	 proliferation	 of	
structural	possibilities	that	would	follow	from	adding	new	parameters	to	
the	system?	The	solution,	in	my	mind,	is	a	system	with	ranked	structural	
conditions.	 For	 instance,	 the	 contracted	 monophthong	 of	 vivís,	 never	
yielding	 to	 potential	 alternatives	 *viví.is	 or	 *vivíis,	 obeys	 a	 universal	
condition	against	 two	adjacent	 identical	high	vowels,	 either	 in	hiatus	 (*-
i.is)	or	as	a	diphthong	(*-ii̯s).	In	Spanish,	as	in	many	other	languages,	this	




for	 the	 analysis	 of	 how	 voseo	 has	 been	 transmitted	 and	 of	 how	 history,	
variability	 and	 learning	 are	 connected.	 Two	 dimensions	 are	 significant:	
[±diphthong]	and	 [±convergence],	as	set	out	 in	 (8)	above.	 I	 show	below,	
however,	that	these	two	parameters	need	to	be	translated	into	interacting	




A	constraint	against	diphthongs	 in	verb	endings	 is	 responsible	 for	 the	
bifurcation	 of	 outputs	with	 and	without	 vowel	 sequences,	 say	 cantáis	
vs.	 cantás.9	 Variation	 in	 the	 output,	 if	 inputs	 are	 invariant,	 arises	













9	 This	 constraint	 deals	with	 variation	 in	 purely	 structural	 terms,	 ignoring	 the	 quite	
legitimate	 alternative	 of	 locating	 the	 source	 of	 variation	 in	 the	 input,	 distinguishing	
between	a	morph	-is	and	a	morph	-s.	If	anything,	a	structural	treatment,	to	the	extent	




Given	 these	 constraints,	voseo	varieties	with	monophthongs	 result	
from	the	sub-ranking	ONSET	>>	*DIPH	>>	MAX-X,	while	varieties	with	
diphthongs	reverse	the	order	of	priorities	onto	a	new	sub-ranking	such	
that	 ONSET	 >>	 MAX-X	 >>	 *DIPH.	 ONSET	 always	 dominates	 *DIPH	 in	
endings,	because	in	any	Spanish	variety	the	thematic	vowel	of	the	verb	
and	 the	 ‘i’	 of	 the	 suffix	 -is	 never	 make	 up	 heterosyllabic	 vowel	
sequences	as	in	*cantá.is.	With	ONSET	on	top,	variation	depends	on	the	
ranking	of	MAX-X	and	*DIPH,	as	shown	in	(10).	If	faithfulness	prevails,	







cant+á+is	 ONS	 *DIPH	 MAX-X	
F		cantás	 	 	 *	
cantáis	 	 *	 	




cant+á+is	 ONS	 MAX-X	 *DIPH	
F		cantáis	 	 	 *	
cantás	 	 *	 	
cantá.is	 *	 	 	
	
Monophthong-formation	 actually	 requires	 a	 more	 specific	
faithfulness	 constraint	 to	protect	 the	 thematic	 vowel	over	 the	vowel	of	
the	ending	-is,	so	that	e.g.	cantás	is	always	a	better	option	than	*cantís	for	
an	 input	 like	 cant+á+is,	whenever	 the	 satisfaction	 of	 *DIPH	 is	 stronger	
than	 faithfulness-to-the-input.	 The	 relevant	 constraint,	 MAX-ThV,	 (see	
(11)	below)	 is	a	stringent	version	of	 the	general	 faithfulness	constraint	
MAX-X	 (Prince	 1997,	 de	 Lacy	 2006).	 Unlike	MAX-X,	 which	 protects	 all	
segments	 in	 the	 input,	 MAX-ThV	 only	 protects	 the	 thematic	 vowels	 of	
verbs	(Roca	2010).	The	stringent	 logical	relation	between	the	two	MAX	








cant+á+is	 ONS	 *DIPH	 MAX-ThV	 MAX-X	
F		cantás	 	 	 	 *	(i)	
cantís	 	 	 *(á)	 *	(á)	
cantáis	 	 *	 	 	




cant+á+is	 ONS	 MAX-X	 *DIPH	 MAX-ThV	
F		cantáis	 	 	 *	 	
cantás	 	 *	(i)	 	 	
cantís	 	 *	(á)	 	 *	(á)	
cantá.is	 *	 	 	 	
5.2 II=III		
The	 second	parameter,	 referred	 to	 as	 [±convergence]	 in	 (8),	 becomes	
an	output-to-output	constraint	in	an	OT	environment,	namely	II=III,	as	





This	 transderivational	 constraint	 is	 regularly	 violated	 in	 all	
varieties	of	Spanish	except	 in	 the	mixed	 types,	as	defined	 in	(6),	when	
vosotros	or	voseo	second	persons	surface	with	the	same	ending	(-ís)	in	
both	 -er	 and	 -ir	 verbs,	 giving	 temís	 and	 vivís.	 The	 most	 significant	
interaction	 involves	 this	 analogical	 constraint	 and	 faithfulness	 to	 the	








tem+é+is	 MAX-X	 *DIPH	 II=III	 MAX-ThV	
F		teméis	 	 *	 *	 	
temés	 *	 	 *	 	




tem+é+is	 *DIPH	 MAX-X	 MAX-ThV	 II=III	
F		temés	 	 *	 	 *	
temís	 	 *	 *	 	




tem+é+is	 II=III	 MAX-X	 *DIPH	 MAX-ThV	
F		temís	 	 *	 	 *	
temés	 *	 *	 	 	
teméis	 *	 	 *	 	
5.3 Anti-hiatus	of	identical	vowels	
The	fact	that	the	ending	of	the	third	class	is	always	a	monophthong	(-ís)	
is	 also	 accommodated	 in	OT	with	 a	 quite	 solid	 and	natural	 constraint	
against	 sequences	 of	 two	 adjacent	 identical	 high	 vowels.	 This	
constraint,	 unlike	 its	 counterpart	 for	 non-high	 vowels,	 is	 always	
respected	 in	 all	 varieties	 of	 Spanish,	 so	 that	 the	 vowel	 sequences	 *i.is	
and	 *iis̯	 are	 not	well-formed	 anywhere.	 In	 other	words,	 the	 sequence		
-i.is	 is	 found	 nowhere,	 unlike	 -é.es,	 which	 is	 unproblematic	 in	 careful	
speech,	appearing	 in	verb	 forms	 like	cré.es	 ‘you-believe’	or	 ‘lé.es’	 ‘you-
read’.	 It	 seems	 appropriate	 to	 invoke	 a	 new	 stringent	 relationship	
between	 a	 general	 constraint	 against	 two	 identical	 vowels,	 either	 as	
hiatus	or	inside	a	diphthong,	together	with	a	specific	constraint	against	
a	 sequence	 of	 two	 identical	 vowels	 when	 those	 vowels	 happen	 to	 be	
[+high],	as	 in	 (14).	The	Spanish	 facts,	 in	any	normative	variety,	 follow	
from	 the	 sub-ranking	 *V(high)iV(high)i	 >>	 MAX-X	 >>	 *ViVi.,	 so	 that	







		 a.					*ViVi	 	 							 		avoid	two	adjacent	identical	vowels	
	
b.		 *V(high)iV(high)i						avoid	two	adjacent	identical	high	vowels	
Since	 the	 constraint	 against	 two	 adjacent	 i’s	 is	 respected	 in	 all	
varieties	of	Spanish,	it	will	not	be	used	in	the	factorial	typology	of	voseo	
endings.	 Any	 candidate	 with	 *-iis̯	 or	 *-í.is	 endings	 will	 always	 be	






	 *Vi(h)Vi(h)	 MAX-ThV	 MAX-X	 *DIPH	 II=III	
a.	temís	~	temíis	 W	 	 L	 W	 	
b.	teméis	~temíis	 W	 W	 	 	 	
c.	temés	~	temíis	 W	 W	 L	 W	 	
d.	vivís	~	vivíis	 W	 	 L	 W	 	
e.	Xís		~		Xíis		 W	 	 	 	 	
6 Historical	reconstruction,	learning	and	factorial	typologies		
In	 this	 section,	 the	 problems	 of	 history	 and	 variation	 converge	 in	 the	
study	 of	 the	 evolution,	 transformation	 and	 transmission	 of	 voseo,	 by	
means	 of	 formal	 learning	 theory	 in	 Optimality	 Theory	 (Tesar	 &	






can	 be	 learned	 are	 the	 ones	 that	 can	 be	 transmitted	 from	 one	
generation	 to	 the	next.	Furthermore,	 the	set	of	 learnable	systems	also	
sets	 limits	 for	 the	 typology.	 Moreover,	 it	 only	 seems	 natural	 that	 a	
maximum	 of	 variability	 will	 be	 progressively	 approached	 by	 the	
unimpeded	evolution	of	 those	 systems	 as	 they	 reach	 and	 spread	over	
new	geographical	and	social	environments	as	well,	as	they	are	adopted	
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in	 new	 conversational	 settings.	 In	 our	 case	 study,	 the	 four	 sets	 of	
endings	are	precisely	those	that	are	learnable,	under	the	premises	that	
the	 suffix	 input	 for	 all	 voseo	 and	 vosotros	 is	 -is	 and	 the	 system	 is	
determined	 by	 the	 interplay	 of	 a	 finite	 number	 of	 basic	 constraints,	
among	which	are	*DIPH	and	II=III.		





constraints	 evaluate	 a	 set	 of	 optima	 against	 any	 conceivable10	
contending	 suboptimal	 candidate,	 taken	 arguably	 from	an	 infinite	 set.	
Each	 constraint	 assigns	 one	 of	 three	 values	 to	 any	 such	 comparative	
pair	made	up	of	an	optimum	and	a	suboptimum.	These	values	are	W	for	
Winner,	 L	 for	 Loser	 and	 zero	 for	 an	 equal	 degree	 of	well-formedness	
violations	 or	 deviations	 therefrom.	 W(inner)	 indicates	 that	 the	
optimum	 is	 better	 than	 the	 suboptimum	with	 respect	 to	 the	 relevant	
constraint	 by	 the	 usual	 criteria,	 that	 is,	 because	 the	 suboptimum	
violates	 the	 constraint	 and	 the	 optimum	 does	 not,	 or,	 otherwise,	
because	 the	 suboptimum	 violates	 the	 constraint	more	 times	 than	 the	
optimum	 does.	 Inversely,	 a	 constraint	 assigns	 L(oser)	 to	 the	
comparative	 pair	 if	 the	 optimum	 fares	 worse	 than	 the	 suboptimum.	
When	 a	 constraint	 does	 not	 distinguish	 between	 optimum	 and	
suboptimum,	 the	 result	 is	 zero.	 Every	 annotated	 comparative	 pair	
constitutes	 an	 elementary	 ranking	 condition,	 henceforth	 ERC	 (Prince	




historical	 linguist,	 since	 ex	 hypothesi	 only	 learnable	 languages	 can	 be	
historically	 transmitted	 to	 the	 next	 generation.	 Sometimes	 change	
implies	 that	 some	ranking	must	be	 re-ranked.	On	other	occasions,	 the	






that	 such	 a	 set	 of	 optima	 is	 a	 learnable	 set.	 In	 this	 section,	 we	 will	
exploit	 this	 generative	 insight	 in	 such	 a	 way	 as	 to	 claim	 that	 only	
																																																								
10	 Conceivability	 of	 a	 candidate	 in	 OT	 simply	 means	 that	 a	 representation	 can	 be	
generated	by	the	generator	of	the	OT	system	GEN.	
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learnable	 sets	 can	 be	 transmitted	 to	 future	 generations,	 while	
unlearnable	 sets	 will	 be	 lost	 as	 time	 goes	 by,	 since	 learning	 an	 OT-
unlearnable	 language,	 if	at	all	possible,	would	be	much	more	costly	 in	
cognitive	 terms	 than	 learning	 an	 OT-learnable	 one.	 The	 maximum	 of	
potentially	 learnable	 sets	 coincides	with	 the	 factorial	 typology.	Actual	
linguistic	 continua	 may	 with	 time	 approach	 this	 maximum	 of	
variability.	 This	 seems	 to	 have	 been	 the	 case	 with	 voseo	 tuteante.	
Learnable	 sets	 are	made	 up	 of	 data	 that	 are	 consistent	 with	 realistic	
learning	paths	as	well	 as	historically	plausible	diachronic	 sequences.11	
In	 this	 section,	 I	 show	 how	 voseo	 tuteante	 data	 follows	 the	 paths	
projected	 by	 the	 set	 of	 constraints	 presented	 in	 the	 previous	 section.	
The	 inputs	 for	 the	 old	 and	 the	 current	 stages	 in	 the	 historical	 gap	




or	 *Vi(high)Vi(high)	 are	 always	 above	 *DIPH	and	 II=III	 in	 any	 variety.	
Assuming	 that	 the	 suffix	 -is	 is	 the	 only	 input	 allows	 the	 study	 of	
typology,	history	and	learning	with	the	same	tools.		
6.1 Decision	by	sets	of	Elementary	Ranking	Conditions		
According	 to	OT	premises,	 a	 language	 is	 learnable	 if	 all	 its	data	prove	
optimal	under	any	permutation	of	a	finite	set	of	constraints.	The	device	
that	lets	us	decide	whether	a	set	of	optima	is	learnable	is	the	collection	
of	 all	 the	 Elementary	 Ranking	 Conditions.	 An	 ERC	 collects	 the	
assignment	 of	 values	 {W,	 L,	 zero}	 assigned	 by	 each	 constraint	 to	 a	





pair.	 A	 set	 of	 ERC’s	 is	 also	 unlearnable	 if	 their	 fusion	 (Prince	 2002)	
results	in	a	compounded	ERC	with	some	L	but	no	W	—	by	definition,	an	
impossible	 ranking.	 Inspection	 of	 ERC’s	 proceeds	 by	 recursive	
elimination	 of	 redundant	 ranking	 conditions.	 If	 inspecting	 the	 set	 of	
ERC’s	 reveals	 one	 or	 more	 redundancy-free	 ERC	 with	 only	 L’s,	 the	
language	under	scrutiny	is	declared	unlearnable	as	it	is	(Prince	2002).	If	
a	 set	 of	 ERCs	 is	 inconsistent,	 then	 the	 inputs,	 the	 candidates	 or	 the	
																																																								





The	 way	 recursive	 algorithms	 inspect	 sets	 of	 ERCs	 is	
straightforward:	constraints	that	have	only	W	or	zero	in	all	the	cells	are	







optimum:	a	 C1	 C2	 C3	 C4	
A.		a	~	b	 W	 W	 	 	
B.		a	~	c	 	 L	 W	 W	
C.	a	~	d	 	 W	 	 L	
D.	a	~	e	 W	 	 L	 	
	






optimum:	a	 C2	 C3	 C4	
B.		a	~	c	 L	 W	 W	
C.	a	~	d	 W	 	 L	
	
The	 final	 stage	 in	 (18)	 now	 contains	 only	 an	 ERC	 C,	 after	 having	













supported	 at	 the	 least	 by	 the	 grammar	 C1	 >>	 C3	 >>	 C2	 >>	 C4,	
algorithmically	inducted	from	the	dataset	of	ERCs	A,	B,	C	and	D	in	(16).		
Next,	 it	 will	 be	 shown	 how	 the	 sets	 of	 the	 verb	 endings	 found	 in	
current	extant	varieties	of	voseo	tuteante,	as	in	(7d),	are	precisely	those	
sets	 that	 can	 be	 learned	 by	 any	 grammar	 based	 on	 the	 constraints	
*DIPH	 and	 II=III	 in	 interaction	 with	 the	 two	 faithfulness	 constraints	
MAX-ThV	and	MAX-X,	introduced	in	section	5.	This	is,	in	our	opinion,	an	
extremely	 transparent	 result	 for	 quite	 an	 intricate	 pattern	 of	
grammatical	 variation	 with	 a	 complex	 historical	 trajectory.	 The	
typology	 resulting	 from	 examining	 all	 sets	 which	 comply	 with	 any	
ranking	 that	 has	 ONSET	 and	 *V(high)iV(high)i	 always	 on	 top,	 are	 as	
follows.	Undominated	ONSET	and	*V(high)iV(high)i	make	sure	that	we	
will	 not	 consider	 candidates	 containing	either	 *cantá.is	with	hiatus	or	
either	 *viví.is	 or	 *vivíis̯	 with	 two	 adjacent	 identical	 high	 vowels	 (or,	
rather,	vocoids).	The	only	sets	respecting	ONSET	and	*V(high)iV(high)i	
are	 the	 six	 sets	 in	 (19).	 The	 interaction	 of	 *DIPH	 and	 II=III	 with	
faithfulness	 reduces	 the	 number	 of	 possible	 sets	 to	 four,	 which	














In	 (19),	 attested	 and	 unattested	 sets	 of	 voseo	 tuteante	 are	 clearly	
segregated,	as	expected.	The	sets	of	attested	data	coincide	with	the	sets	
that	are	learnable,	while	the	sets	of	unattested	data	are	those	which	the	
learning	 algorithms	 declare	 unlearnable.	 The	 match	 between	 theory	
and	 data	 indicates	 that	 the	 constraints	 here	 employed,	 together	 with	
the	 corresponding	 optimality-theoretical	 assumptions	 about	 how	
inputs	 and	 outputs	 relate	 in	 general,	 are	 the	 ones	 that	 make	 the	
strongest	 hypothesis	 so	 far	 as	 to	 the	 phonological	 and	morphological	
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conditions	 that	 rule	 the	 grammar	 of	 the	 Spanish	 second	 person	 verb	
endings.			
6.2.1 The	first	unlearnable	set		
The	 set	 *{-áis,	 -és,	 -ís}	 is	 absent	 from	 the	 records	 of	 voseo	 tuteante,	 in	
spite	 of	 the	 fact	 that	 it	 seemed	 to	 be	 favored	 by	 the	 evidence	 of	 the	
documents	 from	 the	 pre-classical	 period	 of	 Spanish	—	 about	 the	 early	
XVI	 century	 (Cuervo	1983,	 Fontanella	de	Weinberg	1976).	Documental	
evidence	from	the	late	XV	and	early	XVI	centuries	suggests	that	the	most	
frequent	phonological	path	would	have	been	the	one	 in	(20)	below	(de	
Souza	1964),	which	 corresponds	with	one	of	 the	 two	patterns	 that	 are	
absent	 in	 the	 voseo	 tuteante	 of	 the	 XX	 century	 (DPD,	 di	 Tullio	 2010,	
Vázquez-Larruscaín	 et	 al.	 2019).	 All	 the	 philological	 work	 agrees	 in	
stating	that	-áis	was	the	most	frequent	ending	for	verbs	of	the	-ar	class	in	
the	 early	 XVI	 century,	 and	 that	 -és	 was	 the	 most	 frequent	 ending	 for	
verbs	 of	 the	 -er	 class.	 All	 previous	 studies	 known	 to	 us	 coincide	 in	
explaining	 the	 patterns	 attested	 today	 as	 the	 result	 of	 piecemeal	
analogical	relations	between	the	forms	from	this	most	frequent	pattern,	










	 a.	Verbs	in	-ar:	 -ades	 >	-áes	 >	-áis,	also	with	analogical	-ás	
	 b.	Verbs	in	-er:	 -edes	 >	-ées	 >	-és,	also	with	analogical	-éis	
	 c.	Verbs	in	-ir:	 -ides	 >	-íes	 >	-ís	
Nevertheless,	the	absence	of	such	a	set	from	the	extant	data	in	current	
varieties	must	be	a	direct	consequence	of	the	grammar	we	have	assumed	
here,	 together	 with	 the	 learning	 theory	 associated	 to	 it.	 The	 learning	
algorithm	 presented	 in	 section	 6.1	 shows	 that	 the	 set	 hypothesized	 in	












optimum:	{-áis,	-és,	-ís}	 MAX-ThV	 MAX-X	 *DIPH	 II=III	
a.	{-ás,	-és,	-ís}	 	 W	 L	 	
b.	{-áis,	-éis,	-ís}	 	 L	 W	 	
c.	{-áis,	-ís,	-ís}	 W	 	 	 L	
d.	{-ás,	-ís,	-ís}	 W	 W	 L	 L	
e.	{-ás,	-éis,	-ís}	 	 	 	 	
	
Elementary	 ranking	 conditions	 (21c,	 d	 and	 e)	 can	 be	 removed	 by	
ranking	MAX-ThV	on	 top,	but	 the	remaining	 (21a	and	b)	are	mutually	
incompatible,	 as	 their	 fusing	 into	 a	 ranking	 condition	 with	 only	 Ls	
clearly	shows	(Prince	2002).	That	makes	this	set	of	endings	unlearnable	




in	 extant	 varieties	 nor	 favored	 in	 phonetic	 terms.	 Unlike	 the	 set	
discussed	 in	 the	 previous	 section,	 this	 second	 set	 has	 no	 documental	
support	 in	 the	 written	 record	 of	 the	 past	 either.	 However,	 phonetic	
plausibility	has	been	shown	not	 to	be	a	conclusive	argument	by	 itself,	
according	to	the	conclusions	extracted	from	the	previous	section,	where	
it	 was	 shown	 that	 the	 arguably	 phonetic	 expectations	 of	 the	
neogrammarians	 are	 not	 directly	 connected	 with	 the	 real	 conditions	
that	 may	 actually	 have	 driven	 the	 change.	 As	 a	 matter	 of	 fact,	 the	
learning	 algorithm	 clearly	 shows	 that	 this	 set	 is	 unlearnable	 for	 the	
same	reasons	as	the	previous	one	was.	Their	quite	different	conditions	
for	 survival,	 if	 phonetics	 and	 written	 evidence	 in	 the	 past	 are	
considered	 on	 their	 own,	 do	 not	 seem	 to	 have	 had	 any	 influence	 on	
their	 fate.	 The	 same	 fate	 awaited	 both,	 as	 both	 sets	 of	 endings	 were	
identically	 doomed	 as	 unlearnable	 by	 the	 active	 grammatical	
conditions.	 Both	 systems	 are	 unlearnable	 in	 the	 same	way,	 under	 the	
same	hypotheses.	One	of	 the	hypotheses	 is	 that	 the	 input	suffix	 for	all	
varieties	is	-is.	Another	strong	hypothesis	is	that	the	set	of	constraints	is	
the	one	discussed	in	section	5.	The	final	hypothesis	is	that	the	grammar	









optimum:	{-ás,	-éis,	-ís}	 MAX-ThV	 MAX-X	 *DIPH	 II=III	
a.	{-ás,	-és,	-ís}	 	 W	 L	 	
b.	{-áis,	-éis,	-ís}	 	 L	 W	 	
c.	{-áis,	-ís,	-ís}	 W	 	 	 L	
d.	{-ás,	-ís,	-ís}	 W	 W	 L	 L	








set	 that	 is	normative	 for	voseo	reverente	and	the	second	person	plural	
vosotros.	This	is	the	set	with	the	maximum	number	of	diphthongs,	that	
is,	set	(19a),	with	{-áis,	-éis,	-	ís}.	The	fact	that	the	set	with	diphthongs	is	
the	 one	 that	 has	 become	 the	 normative	 set	 for	 vosotros	 is	 consistent	
with	 the	 idea	 that	 normative	 varieties	 are	 usually	 characterized	 by	
maximal	faithfulness.	The	set	{-áis,	-	éis,	-ís}	is	the	set	that	respects	the	












optimum:	{-áis,	-éis,	-ís}	 MAX-ThV	 MAX-X	 *DIPH	 II=III	
a.	{-ás,	-és,	-ís}	 	 W	 L	 	
b.	{-áis,	-és,	-ís}	 	 W	 L	 	
c.	{-áis,	-ís,	-ís}	 W	 W	 L	 L	
d.	{-ás,	-ís,	-ís}	 W	 W	 L	 L	









outside	 Argentina,	 this	 set	 is	 not	 recognized	 as	 a	 normative	 variant	









optimum:	{-ás,	-és,	-ís}	 MAX-ThV	 MAX-X	 *DIPH	 II=III	
a.	{-ás,	-ís,	-ís}	 W	 	 	 L	
b.	{-áis,	-és,	-ís}	 	 L	 W	 	
c.	{-áis,	-eís,	-ís}	 	 L	 W	 	
d.	{-áis,	-ís,	-ís}	 W	 L	 W	 L	






number	 of	 traditional	 dialects	 in	 Spain	 up	 to	 the	 XX	 century.	 They	 are	
also	found	in	documents	from	the	pre-classical	period	of	Spanish	in	the	
early	 Renaissance	 (see	 Fontanella	 de	 Weinberg	 1976	 for	 a	 detailed	
overview	 over	 the	 spread	 and	 the	 variation	 of	mixed	 types).	 So-called	
mixed	varieties	characteristically	neutralize	the	allomorphic	distinctions	
between	second	and	third	class	verbs	in	the	present	tense,	which	is,	for	
that	matter,	 a	 levelling	widely	 attested	 among	 the	 Romance	 languages	
(Lauschberg	 1962).	 This	 levelling,	 however,	 is	 always	 unknown	 to	
normative	 Spanish.	 The	 combination	 of	 the	 levelled	 -ís	 with	 the	
diphthong	 -áis	 (typical	of	Chilean	voseo	 tuteante)	 is,	on	 the	other	hand,	
the	most	faithful	choice	among	the	mixed	types.	When	assessing	{-áis,	-ís,	
-ís},	the	constraint	II=III	assigns	W	to	(25a,	b,	c	and	e)	and,	therefore,	the	
corresponding	 ERCs	 can	 be	 eliminated.	 MAX-X	 takes	 care	 of	 the	






optimum:	{-áis,	-ís,	-ís}	 MAX-ThV	 MAX-X	 *DIPH	 II=III	
a.	{-ás,	-és,	-ís}	 L	 W	 L	 W	
b.	{-áis,	-és,	-ís}	 L	 	 	 W	
c.	{-áis,	-eís,	-ís}	 L	 L	 W	 W	
d.	{-ás,	-ís,	-ís}	 W	 W	 L	 	
e.	{-ás,	-éis,	-ís}	 L	 	 	 W	
6.3.4 The	fourth	learnable	set	
The	 fourth	 learnable	 set	 is	 the	 second	 mixed	 type	 {-ás,	 -és,	 -ís}.	 The	
constraint	II=III,	always	strong	in	mixed	types,	does	most	of	the	work,	




is	 dominated	 by	 all	 relevant	 constraints,	 and	MAX-ThV	 is	 a	more	 stringent	 version	




II=III	 is	 on	 top.	 As	 in	 section	 6.3.3,	 MAX-ThV	 must	 be	 dominated	 by	





optimum:	{-ás,	-ís,	-ís}	 MAX-ThV	 MAX-X	 *DIPH	 II=III	
a.	{-ás,	-és,	-ís}	 L	 	 	 W	
b.	{-áis,	-és,	-ís}	 L	 L	 W	 W	
c.	{-áis,	-eís,	-ís}	 L	 L	 W	 W	
d.	{-áis,	-ís,	-ís}	 W	 L	 W	 	
e.	{-ás,	-éis,	-ís}	 L	 L	 W	 W	
7 Conclusions	
This	revision	of	our	understanding	of	voseo	tuteante	is	a	formal	inquiry	
into	which	active	 conditions	 shaped	 the	pattern	and	how	 those	active	
conditions	may	have	determined	its	evolution	over	the	centuries.	More	
specifically,	 what	 the	 analysis	 reveals	 is	 the	 historical	 transmission	
from	what	must	 have	 been	 the	 last	 stages	 of	 the	 classical	 voseo	 in	 all	
registers	around	the	end	of	the	XVII	century,	today	preserved	as	voseo	
reverente.	 This	 voseo	 reverente	 is,	 not	 surprisingly,	 the	 most	 faithful	




















and	 third	 verb	 classes	 in	 -er	 and	 -ir,	 respectively.	 This	 system,	 only	
attested	 outside	 Castilian-Spanish	 proper,	 must	 have	 been	 already	 in	
place	 since	 the	 first	 period	 of	 settlement	 and	 conquest,	 among	 other	
things	 because	 it	 is	 found	 in	 conservative	 varieties	 of	 Sephardic	





limited	 variation	 takes	 place	 during	 the	 XVI	 and	 the	 XVII	 centuries,	
when	the	suffix	-is	definitively	replaces	the	original	suffix	-des,	regularly	





set	 of	 constraints.	 This	 systemic	 approach	 rationalizes	 the	 history	 of	
voseo	 in	 its	 basics,	 with	 contact	 to	 both	 variability	 and	 learnability	
considerations.	 To	my	mind,	 this	 is	 a	much	more	 satisfactory	way	 of	
looking	 at	 things	 than	 the	mere	 inspection	 of	 the	 fate	 of	 the	 different	
endings	 as	 separate	 events.	 The	 variation	 space	 is	 readily	 visualized	
with	 a	 diamond-like	 lattice,	where	 faithfulness	 is	maximal	 on	 top	 and	
minimal	at	the	bottom.	Most	typical	systems	are	found	in-between.	To	
the	left	is	the	prototypical	one,	well	established	in	both	the	countries	of	
the	 Río	 de	 la	 Plata	 and	 Central	 America,	 with	 monophthongs	 in	 the	
endings,	a	pure	system	with	clear	distinctions	between	the	 three	verb	
classes	 (Donni	 de	 Mirande	 1992,	 Di	 Tullio	 2010).	 To	 the	 right	 is	 the	

























This	 paper	 is	 based	 on	 a	 poster	 presented	 at	 the	 Fourth	 Edinburgh	
Symposium	on	Historical	Phonology,	held	9-10	December	2019.	I	would	
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